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Director’s Notes

Theatre is deeply collaborative and no more than music theatre which requires so many moving parts and all working in tandem like a good watch. As anachronistic as a watch is theatre is even more so, rooted in a time before technological entertainment or social media, before even published books or written music; and so, theatre has been the driving force for social justice and human perspective since the beginning of recorded history. Theatre is history. Working with students to realize this and to hand down to a new generation of artists this mantle of responsibility is daunting but ultimately deeply satisfying for a career theatre artist. To feel and know the sense of continuum. To rest assured that theatre will advance in the hearts minds and actions of another generation. In this joint effort, aside from the usual collaborative arrangement of musicians, choreographers, designers, technicians, writers, comes also education. I am delighted and proud to have participated in a process, wherein students - by way of experience and education - learn themselves how to begin turning the wheels of history and collaborating with us in moving forward and creating and advancing art and with it social perspective and humanity.

- Morris Panych

Musical Numbers

Act One
- Make a Little Money — Full Company
- The Art of Escape — Small
- Hymn — City Chorus
- Talent — Two Bits, Mona, Minx
- Just Me — Teddy, Two Bits, Mona, Minx
- Conscience — Carl & Kurt
- Illusion — Zuzu, Teddy, Small
- Come and Go — Small & Teddy
- Come and Go Boys — Two Bits, Mona, Minx
- Conscience Reprise — Carl & Kurt
- Who Will Miss Me — Two Bits, Mona, Minx
- Small’s Song — Small, City Chorus
- Finale — Full Company

Act Two
- Reporters — Theresa & Reporters
- The Art of Escape Reprise — Tuttle, Teddy, City Chorus
- Know Your Onions — Two Bits, Mona, Minx, Teddy & Stagehands
- Just Me — Teddy
- Who Will Miss Me Reprise — Two Bits, Mona, Minx
- Again and Again — Small & Teddy
- Make Me A Widow — Theresa & Female Chorus
- Finale — Full Company

The Services of Morris Panych and Sheila McCarthy by special permission of the Canadian Actors’ Equity Association
The Cast

Two Bits.......................................................... Malindi Ayienga
Nurse, City Chorus, Audition Girl, Ensemble........ Hailey Balaz
Mona............................................................... Samantha Bourque
Kurt............................................................... Matthew Fearley-Brown
Theresa......................................................... Caroline Burton
City Chorus, Audition Girl, Reporter, Ensemble..... Meghan Caine
Max............................................................... Geoffrey Cormier
City Chorus, Reporter, Seamstress, Ensemble....... Julia Dunne
Zuzu.............................................................. Eudes LaRoche-Francoeur
City Chorus, Preacher Woman, Audition Girl,      
Ensemble.................................................. Sierra Holder
Joe............................................................... Colin Kelly
City Chorus, Wardrobe Person, Reporter, Ensemble.. Melissa Mackenzie
City Chorus, Actress, Ensemble.......................... Lindsay Rolland Mills
Doughty........................................................ Greg Moreau
Mike............................................................. Russel Niessen
City Chorus, Reporter, Actor, Bible Man.............. Nicolas Sampedro
Carl............................................................. Jacob Sheffield
Minx............................................................. Amanda Silcoff
Ambrose Small.............................................. Braedon Soltys
City Chorus, Reporter, Janitor, Ensemble............ Adam Smith
Man in White, Doctor........................................ Benjamin Todd
Cop, Reporter, Stagehand, Ensemble................... Joshua Warren
Teddy............................................................. Sydney Williams
Tuttle............................................................ Braedon Woods
Police Chief.................................................. Garret Woods

Assistant Director: Russell Niessen
Assistant Music Director: Melissa Mackenzie
Assistant Choreographers: Hailey Balaz & Sierra Holder

The Band

Kathryn Sugden  Violin
Alex Grant      Cello
Dave Gray       Acoustic Guitar, Electric Guitar & Banjo
Mike McClennan  Acoustic and Electric Bass
Bob DiSalle     Drums
Ryan deSouza   Conductor and Piano
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